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ABSTRACT
In this paper, we present the vibration performance of lightweight concrete coated biopolymer based on used
cooking oil. The composition of material preparation was involved in two categories: (a) fabrication of lightweight
concrete by different percentages of rubber aggregate with a ratio from 55%, 60%, 65% and 70% weight by weight, (b) the
different proportion of titanium dioxide as additive for biopolymer used cooking oil coating in the ratio of 0.5, 1.0, 1.5, 2.0
and 2.5 by weight with the thicknesses of coating is about 0.30 ± 0.05 mm. The composition of lightweight concrete and
surface coating was observed by scanning electron microscope (SEM) image to inspect the effect undercut edge and
adhesion on layer coated on lightweight concrete. The results obtained by higher ratio particles sizes of rubber aggregate,
which is 70% can reduced more mechanical vibration of lightweight concrete. It was observed that the proportion up to 2.0
by weight titanium dioxide of biopolymer used cooking oil offer some possibility to reduce the characterization of
vibration on lightweight concrete in phase with a high frequency of 100 Hz operate at amplitudes is about 0.000174 Grms
for input (A1) while 0.000111 Grms for output (A2). In comparison of an uncoated lightweight concrete, the vibration
amplitude is higher exceeding 0.002130 Grms for input (A1) and 0.000468 Grms for output (A2).
Keywords: vibration, biopolymer, lightweight concrete, used cooking oil, rubber aggregate.

INTRODUCTION
Vibration is the oscillating motion of an object
relative to fixed point of reference. A vibration-prone
object will vibrate freely (free vibration) if it is displaced
from its equilibrium position and released. An object may
also vibrate in response to an externally applied source
vibration as forced vibration (Parnell et al. 2010). Two
basic quantities for describing vibration are frequency in
cycles per second of Hertz (Hz) and amplitude which can
expresses as a displacement, velocity or acceleration.
Vibration be able the result of strong impact which can
describe as shock vibration. Shock vibration can induce
large deformation and strain in objects or parts. Shock
vibration can induce large deformation and strain in
objects or parts. Shock intensity is measured in g unit of
acceleration where g represents the acceleration due to the
Earth’s gravity. Shock can cause substantial damage to
most objects (Carrilo and Alcocer 2013).
Mechanical shock vibration is an energy response
of an object; it is characterized by substantial displacement
and strain. Four outcomes are possible (JinGon et al.

2014): (a) Low levels of shock may be absorbed and
dissipated in the object without damage. A bell provides
an example striking it with the right object and the amount
of force makes it ring without any damage to the bell’s
surface; (b) Impact may cause an object or parts to move,
resulting in collision between objects, object parts and
their surroundings; (c) High shock levels may cause
movement and induce strains in excess of critical
thresholds resulting in fatigue damage; (d) If the shock
magnitude is high enough, damage occurs in a single event
(stress fracture) (Moron et al. 2015).
Damage to buildings by construction vibration
appears in a form that described as cracking. It is types of
damage is ongoing process for most buildings, even those
located in areas free of vibration, temperature and
humidity fluctuations are important causes of this effects
in ground motion due to earthquakes. Table-1 shows the
description of vibration effects and approximate
relationship intensity and magnitudes for construction
vibration and its effects on buildings (Tawfiq et al. 2010).
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Table-1. Vibration effects and approximate relationship between intensity and magnitudes for construction
vibration (Moron et al. 2015).

I

Imperceptible

No effect on buildings

Maximum
acceleration
(Grms)
0.01 and below

II-III

Imperceptible

No effect on buildings

0.01 to 0.03

M2.5 - M3.1

IV-VII

Barely perceptible
Level at which continuous
vibrations begin to annoy in
buildings

Felt indoors, hanging objects

0.03 to 0.08

M3.1 - M3.7

Minimal potential for damage to
weak or sensitive structures

0.08 to 0.25

M3.7 - M4.3

0.25 to 0.60

M4.3 - M5.5

0.60 and above

M5.5 - M7.3

Intensity
Scale

VI-VII

Effect on human

VII-IX

Vibration considerate
unacceptable for people exposed
to continuous vibration

VII or
higher

Vibration considered unpleased
by most people

Effect on buildings

Threshold at which there is a risk
of architectural damage to
buildings with plastered ceilings
and walls.
Potential for architectural damage
and possible minor structural
damage.

Richter
magnitude
M2 - M2.5

Figure-1. Sample for vibration test with different portion of rubber aggregate; 0.55, 0.60. 0.65
and 0.70 weight to weight (wt/wt).

Figure-2. Specimen for vibration test for coated lightweight concrete with different percentages
of biopolymer doped with titanium dioxide (0.5, 1.0, 1.5, 2.0 and 2.5 %).
METHODOLOGY
The frequency of vibration most perceptible to
humans range from 1 to 100 Hz. The vibration for
building surfaces can also radiate noise, which typically
heard as a low-frequency. At very high levels of
amplitude, low frequency vibration can damage
lightweight component buildings (Hong et al. 2015).The
vibration test was performed to determine the frequency
and absorb amplitude for coated lightweight concrete
design. The vibration may be form of a single pulse of
acoustical energy, a series of pulses, or continuous
oscillating motion. The vibration test is necessary to
control the vibration generated in order to avoid upon

different ratio of rubber aggregate in lightweight concrete
applications.
There are two parts in vibration testing without
coating with different rubber aggregate in Figure-1 and
coating with different composition of biopolymers doped
with titanium dioxide as shown in Figure-2. Four
specimen with different proportion of lightweight concrete
and six specimens for coated with different percentages of
titanium dioxide loading were prepared for vibration test.
Figure-3 shows the specimen was cut into 220 mm x 220
mm x 15 mm using Hitachi Band Saw Model CB75F.
Hole on the sample was drilled by using Conventional
Drilling Machine TR-10/15 is to stack the specimen on
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broad flat iron cantilevered I-beam. There are four holes
with 15 mm in diameter. The specimens for vibration test
were cleaned until the surface is free from unwanted
materials with uniform surface.
In this study, the vibration test was measured by
using Dynamic Portable Data Logger, Dewetron/DEWE201 as shown in Figure-4. This testing was performed
according to ASTM C 4728 Standard Test Method for
Random Vibration Testing. Accelerometers are used to
measure the motion and vibration of a structure that is
exposed to dynamic loads. Accelerometer was joined at
analyst data as to obtain the frequency value of the
specimen. The stored data in analyze tool data was
transferred into DEWESoft-2010 software on the screen
computer.

detected the transferred or resultant vibration. After the
sample absorbs the vibration from the input (A1) beam,
the resultant was stored in wave form. The signal was
translated into computer by using DEWEsoft software to
produce amplitude versus frequency graph and saved in
word pad. From the data recorded in wordpad, Microsoft
Window Excel software was used to plot the graph. The
analysis was made based on the vibration absorption rate.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS
The effects of vibration test for input (A1) and output
(A2) at different percentage rubber aggregate for
uncoated lightweight concrete
Figure-5 and Figure-6 show vibration test result
for input (A1) and output (A2) of different percentage
rubber aggregate of 55%, 60%, 65% and 70% weight by
weight. The graphs show the highest amplitude for
lightweight concrete at frequency 60 Hz. A systematic
decrement was observed started form low to highest
loading of rubber aggregate for the vibration amplitude
response. There is a significant improvement of reducing
vibration by increase the proportion of rubber aggregate.
Carol, C. (2004) stated by adding rubber aggregate to
concrete can improve its vibration absorption
characteristics (Carol 2004). A potential application for
this rubber aggregate in lightweight concrete for structures
can absorb and minimize the shock vibration such as
heavy rain, wind and others random vibration.

Figure-3. The dimension of vibration specimen.

Figure-5. Graph of vibration test input (A1) for uncoated
lightweight concrete with different percentage rubber
aggregate of 55%, 60%, 65% and 70%.
Figure-4. Vibration test set-up equipment.
The specimen was fixed at the input (A1) and
output (A2) beam to get their vibration results as shown in
Figure-3. Two accelerometers is connected at the beam to
get input (A1) and output (A2) joint with analyzer to
compute the data from wave analysis. Shaker was set at
first mode vibrate at about 450 rev/min and its dynamic
load was transferred from the beam to input (A1)
accelerometer. Consequently, the output (A2) detector was
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Figure-6. Graph of vibration test output (A2) for uncoated
lightweight concrete with different percentage rubber
aggregate of 55%, 60%, 65% and 70%.
Figure-7 shows the vibration results between
input (A1) and output (A2) at frequency 60 Hz for four
different rubber aggregate loading lightweight concrete
specimens. The input (A1) shows higher amplitude while
the output (A2) shows the lowest amplitude. The lowest
reduction in amplitude is lightweight concrete with 70%
rubber aggregate from 0.0181333 Grms to 0.003763 Grms
followed by 65% rubber aggregate from 0.017628 Grms,
60% rubber aggregate from 0.015483 Grms to 0.003025
Grms while 55% rubber aggregate from 0.011180 Grms to
0.002455 Grms. From the experiment analysis, it was
revealed that as the percentages of rubber aggregate
loading were increased up to 70%, a systematic decrement
of amplitude responses were obtained and the vibration is
highly been absorb up to 79.2% compared to commercial
standard 45.9% only. This is due to the material properties
of rubber aggregates absorbing the transmission of
vibrations and able to store and easily transfer energy to
the rubber aggregate (Karacasu 2015).

The effects of vibration test for input (A1) and output
(A2) at different ratio of titanium dioxide for coated
lightweight concrete
Six specimen of coated lightweight concrete with
percentage of 55% rubber aggregate coated with different
ratio titanium dioxide with biopolymer used cooking oil
have been prepared to investigate the vibration
characteristic and the effect of vibration test for input (A1)
and output (A2). The results was summarized and
discussed in amplitude vs. frequencies as referred to
Figure 8 and Figure 9. From the Figure 8 and Figure 9
show the vibration test results for input (A1) and output
(A2) for coated lightweight concrete with different ratio of
titanium dioxide to biopolymer as surface coating. The
highest amplitude for all coated lightweight concrete is
focuses at frequency 60 Hz. The lightweight concrete with
ratio of 2.5 shows lowest amplitude vibration followed
with 2.0, 1.5, 1.0, 0.5 and finally biopolymer only. From
the result, it was revealed that as the higher loading
titanium dioxide was increased up to 2.5, a systematic
decrease of amplitude responses were obtained. This is
due to biopolymer doped with higher ratio of titanium
dioxide up to 2.5 performed a higher capacity to absorb
more energy. The coated lightweight concrete also possess
in reduction of vibration and damping characteristic. It is
benefits in situations where vibration compaction is
hazardous to the surroundings and it is easily compacted
and consolidated (Aiello and Leuzzi 2010).

Figure-8. Graph of vibration test input (A1) for coated
lightweight concrete with different ratio titanium dioxide
of 0.5, 1.0, 1.5, 2.0 and 2.5 weight by weight.

Figure-7. Graph of vibration test input (A1) and output
(A2) for lightweight concrete with different percentage
rubber aggregate of 55%, 60%, 65% and 70%.
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Figure-10. Graph of vibration test for input (A1) and
output (A2) for uncoated and coated lightweight
concrete.
Figure-9. Graph of vibration test output (A2) for coated
lightweight concrete with different ratio titanium dioxide
of 0.5, 1.0, 1.5, 2.0 and 2.5 weight by weight.
Figure-10 shows the vibration result between
input (A1) and output (A2) for uncoated and coated
lightweight concrete with different ratio of titanium
dioxide to biopolymer at frequency of 60 Hz. From the
result, the input (A1) shows higher amplitude while the
output (A2) shows the lowest amplitude. There is
reduction in amplitude by loading with 2.5 ratio of
titanium dioxide from 0.00091 Grms to 0.000579 Grms
followed by 2.0 ratio from 0.01324 Grms to 0.000616
Grms, 1.5 ratio from 0.01472 Grms to 0.000653 Grms, 1.0
ratio from 0.001636 Grms to 0.000686 Grms, 0.5 ratio
from 0.001708 Grms to 0.000773 Grms, then biopolymer
from 0.00233 Grms to 0.000979 Grms while uncoated
shows the highest amplitude with 0.018133 Grms to
0.003763 Grms. From the data, coated lightweight
concrete shows the lowest amplitude compared to
uncoated revealed that the vibration is highly been absorb
about 96.8 % compared to uncoated 79.2 % only.
From all the results, it is show the highest peak of
frequency possess structural resonance vibrations excited
by the energy cantilever I-beam reaching the surface of
lightweight concrete samples that can be detected by
accelerometers. This means that the peak represent the
total energy of the vibration in both results of input (A1)
and output (A2). If vibration energy increases, the peak
value will be increase (Pacheco et al. 2015). Based on
vibration effects and approximate relationship between
intensity and magnitudes for construction vibration in
Table 1, intensity scale (I) was referred. It is stated that
there is no effect on building when the maximum
acceleration below 0.01 Grms. Based on the experimental
analysis, it was a remarkable, in the coated biopolymer
exhibiting lowest amplitude response compare to uncoated
lightweight concrete at frequency of 60 Hz.

SEM image for uncoated lightweight concrete at
different percentage of rubber aggregate
Figure 11 shows cross section of lightweight
concrete by using different percentage of rubber aggregate
with cement paste, sand and superplasticizer. Figure-11(a)
shows good mechanical bonding between the cement paste
matrix and the 55% rubber aggregate matrix interface.
These phenomena are influence of mix impacted and
abraded the rubber surface tight matched with the cement
paste. Therefore, strong mechanical interlocking has been
established. In Figure-11(b), the SEM image of 60%
rubber aggregate presents the development of pores
between the interface of rubber aggregate and cement
paste that can exhibits cracks initiation and propagation.
For 65% rubber aggregate (Figure-11(c)), it is shows
cracks along many of the interface between cement paste
and rubber aggregate while Figure-11(d) for 70% rubber
aggregate has been maintained and poor adhesion between
them. The higher percentages rubber aggregate in cement
paste revealed lower interface bonding that can produce
stress transfer cannot owing to a mechanical interlocking.
This results suggest that 55% rubber aggregate is possible
to be used in lightweight concrete that capable to sustain
interface bonding between the rubber aggregate matrix and
cement paste and this lightweight concrete had good
vibration energy.
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55% rubber aggregate

65% rubber aggregate

60% rubber aggregate

70% rubber aggregate

Figure-11. SEM Image for uncoated lightweight concrete
at different percentage rubber aggregate.
SEM image for coated lightweight concrete
Figure-12 shows the cross sectional SEM image
of coated lightweight concrete as a function enhancing the
vibration performance of lightweight concrete other than
to protect the surface from the environment. In term of
vibration performance, the different percentages of
titanium dioxide able to absorb most of the shock and
attenuate some vibration, thus the lightweight concrete
impact noise reduction coefficient (Zheng et al. 2008).The
formulation of surface coating from used cooking oil is an
ecological method reducing environment pollution. The
observation on the physical properties, it is evidence that
the different percentages loading of titanium dioxide can
affect the surface coating, which can helped to protect the
changes of color from deterioration upon environmental
exposure especially with harsh equatorial conditions.
Hence, improvement of the quality property for surface
finishing for outdoor application can be applied for longer
period of exposure time, which has been evidence of
previous studies (Cheng and Shi 2014).

Figure-12. Cross sectional SEM Image of coated
lightweight concrete based on used cooking oil.
Applications
In this study, the production process of
lightweight concrete from rubber aggregate was carried
out to be applied used as roof tiles and surface coating
based on used cooking oil used as coated roof tiles as
shown in Figure-13. The use of lightweight concrete in
roof tiles applications is benefits of a more economic
analysis factor and the formulation of surface coating
based on used cooking oil has been exploring alternatives
solutions in the issues of environmental protection and
sustainable.

Figure-13. Application of lightweight concrete and
coating used as roof tiles.
CONCLUSIONS
In conclusion, a systematic decrement of
amplitude responses were obtained that the vibration is
highly absorb up to 79.2% compared to commercial
standard is 45.9% only. It is revealed a remarkable and
novelty characteristic for each different percentages of
rubber aggregate has higher vibration performance in
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lightweight concrete compared to commercial standard.
This is due to rubber-concrete as a shock absorber, in
sound barriers and sound boaster which controls the
vibration or sound effectively and in buildings as an
earthquake shock-wave absorber. Meanwhile, different
ratio loading of titanium dioxide to biopolymer can be
used to improve the vibration performance in practical use
for outdoor application especially to enhance the stability
of surface coating.
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